AUGMENTATIVE & ALTERNATIVE COMMUNICATION
KYLE LOTRING, RYAN DECAPRIO, TRISTAN RAMAS

NOVEMBER 7, 2007

OHIO UNIVERSITY AAC LABORATORY
INPUT DEVICE - BUILT

NEXT - TEST DEVICE FOR LONG PERIOD OF TIME TO ENSURE WORKING
OUTPUT DEVICE - PIECES FABRICATED

NEXT - WAITING ON FLEXURAL TEST OF DIFFERENT BONDING AGENTS
OUTPUT DEVICE

PENETROX FOR INTERNAL WIRE CONNECTIONS
OUTPUT DEVICE

NEXT - ENSURING SNUG FIT AND TIGHT BOND AT 45 DEGREE ANGLE
FLASH ENVIRONMENT - SELECTABLE OBJECTS

NEXT - CLASSROOM
FLASH ENVIRONMENT - SELECTABLE OBJECTS

NEXT - ADD TEXTURES TO OBJECTS THAT WILL ADD REALISTIC EFFECTS
ANIMATED CHARACTER MOVEMENT

NEXT - COMPLETE CHARACTER WALKING THROUGH ENVIRONMENT
Review what’s done...

Input Device - Mountings & Connections

LCD - Pieces of Enclosure

FLASH - Home animated
Future
down the road...

Input Device Operational
for 11/14/07

LCD Operational & Testing
for 11/14/07

Classroom Environments
for 11/14/07

Coding for Character Interaction
for 11/14/07

HOURS WORKED: KYLE 15, TRISTAN 22, RYAN 22